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Self-similar processes and flicker noise from a fluctuating nanopore in a lipid membrane
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Stochastic properties of a fluctuating nanopore generated and sustained by an electric field in a lipid bilayer
membrane are studied. It is shown that the process of voltage fluctuations, in the current clamp experiment, is
a stochastic fractal with long memory, which is the main reason for its nonstationarity. The aging process
contributes to the nonstationarity if molecular interactions in the membrane are weak. An attempt to classify
the process reveals a non-Gaussian distribution with long tails, which contradicts the hypothesis of fractional
Brownian motion, showing that stable motion may be possible. The self-similarity index, estimated by three
different methods, depends on current value and membrane sensitivity to electric field in a well defined and
explicable manner. The stochastic analysis provided for calculated conductance of nanopore revealed the
process close to 1/f noise, the result observed only for the pores not exceeding 1 nm in diameter, induced in
membranes with strong molecular interactions. Our results show that such a pore is the simplest biological
system needed for flicker noise to occur, and the complexity of highly regulated protein channel is not a
necessary factor. A case of noise 1/f 2, observed for a pore with impeded dynamics, suggests a process without
memory in such a situation. A physical interpretation is presented for some of the results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An application of strong electric fields to lipid bilaye
membranes revealed the phenomenon of electroporation@1#,
which could be detected due to the dramatic increase of
membrane conductance. The evidence shows@2# that the
electroporation is responsible for the electropermeabil
tion, which stimulates the molecular transport system,
for the planar mechanical rupture of the membrane.

The phenomenon of electroporation is attracting inter
because of its application to biotechnology and medicine
is currently used as a simple and relatively nontoxic meth
for introducing exogenous macromolecules~such as DNA,
RNA, proteins, antibodies, drugs, and fluorescent prob!
into cells of various types@2#. Electroporation has also bee
observed as a side effect during large defibrillation sho
applied to the cardiac tissue@3,4# and may prove lethal in
severe cardiac ischemia cases.

The molecular phenomena responsible for the electro
ration are still poorly understood, which is a limiting fact
for its wider application. We lack knowledge on the effec
of electroporation parameters on molecular uptake and
viability @5#. Not much is known on pore kinetics and m
lecular structural rearrangement that take place in m
branes during pore formation, contraction, and disapp
ance. There are modeling attempts to explain some aspec
these phenomena~for example, Ref.@6#!.

Most importantly, studying transport properties throu
the pores may improve our understanding of intriguing p
nomena involved in anomalous diffusion observed in po
of nanometer size, and also nanopores induced in diffe
membranes by other techniques. Knowledge of sensitivity
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such systems to experimental conditions and transpo
molecules is crucial for nanosensor design~for example, Ref.
@7#!.

The experiments show a stochastic nature of pore beh
ior. Stochastic dynamics of the pore could be fully examin
only when the current-clamp method was first introduc
@8–13#. Unlike voltage-clamp technique, in which the mem
brane lifespan is very short with a high chance for an ir
versible breakdown within milliseconds, the new curre
clamp method is the only method in which an electropora
membrane can survive over 1 h~for high currents an averag
membrane lifetime decreases!, and a stochastic behavior o
fluctuating electropores can be observed. The reason
feedback mechanism decreasing the transmembrane pote
when pores open excessively, followed by a decrease of t
size and conductance. This mechanism extends the ave
lifespan of membranes.

The conductance analysis of the electroporated memb
in our experiment shows opening of a singular nanop
@8,11# with average diameter ranging from 0.9 nm~for low
current and high ionic strength! to 10.56 nm~for high current
and low ionic strength!. Interestingly, the pore size compare
to the membrane thickness (;7 nm) and an individual mol-
ecule scale. Creating biological structures of nanosize
developing methods for their rigorous analysis contribute
development of techniques for studying single molecul
The quantitative stochastic analysis of the process may th
light on the kinetics of individual molecules, not easily a
cessible by means of other techniques. The results of suc
analysis are even more interesting if we note that the curr
clamp method, applied in this experiment, mimics the sit
tion in a real cell with an electroporated membrane. I
pumps of the electroporated cell tend to restore the m
brane potential decreased by the ion leak through the a
cial pore. In the current-clamp method ion pumps are m
©2004 The American Physical Society20-1
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icked by the galvanostat action. In both natural and mo
systems potential changes are functions of electrical and
chanical parameters of the membrane.

In this paper, we study the stochastic fluctuations of vo
age and calculated conductance by quantitative statis
methods. Until now, full study of the stochastic processes
membranes was performed only for the biological me
branes with protein channels@14–17# or synthetic mem-
branes with fabricated nanopores@18#. In the former case the
protein behavior obscures the membrane contribution, an
the latter case the system is not biological. Nonethel
these analyses showed some common features of stoch
characteristics in such nanosystems. Especially, the po
law characteristics of power spectrum density~PSD! func-
tion proved ubiquitous, and flicker noise in fluctuations
nanochannel conductivity was often observed. A compari
between these systems and nanopores in pure lipid m
branes may throw some light on the molecular phenomen
biological matter.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Chemicals

Egg yolk phosphatidylcholine PC was purchased fr
Fluka ~Buchs, Switzerland!, n-decane from Aldrich
~Gillinghem-Dorset!. Analytical KCl was obtained from
POCh~Gliwice, Poland!. Forming solution for bilayer mem
branes contained lipids~20 mg/ml! dissolved inn-decane.
The electrolytes (2M KCl and 0.1M KCl! were buffered
with Hepes~Aldrich, Gillinghem-Dorset! to pH57.0. Ultra-
pure water was prepared with a Milli-Q system~Millipore!.

B. Measurements

Experiments were performed on planar bilayer me
branes formed in an aperture of septum separating two e
trolyte solutions. The membranes were formed by
Mueller-Rudin method@19# in a vessel made of one-piec
Teflon, which consisted of two chambers, 10 cm3 volume
each. The septum between the chambers was 0.3 mm
and the aperture diameter was 1 mm. The process of spo
neous membrane formation was monitored by the memb
capacitance recording and by visual observation of trans
ted light. The following membranes were used:~a! PC mem-
brane in 2M KCl ~reference!, ~b! PC membrane in 0.1M
KCl ~influence of ionic strength tested!, and~c! PC and cho-
lesterol membrane at the molar ratio about 1:1 in 0.1M KCl
~influence of cholesterol!. The experiments were performe
at temperature 19–22 °C. We were also very careful so
not to introduce any ionophore into the membrane by
accidental contamination.

Chronopotentiometry measurements were performed w
four-electrode potentiostatgalvanostat described in the ea
paper@20#. The measuring system is fully controlled by
computer and software working in Windows TM~Microsoft!
environment. The system uses two pairs of Ag/AgCl el
trodes. One of these pairs applies direct constant inten
current. They are connected to the current supply. Spe
ized software, designed by one of the authors for the purp
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of this measurement method, controls current supply c
nected to 12 bit digital-to-analog converter. Two other ele
trodes connected to the amplifier of high input resistan
measure the transmembrane voltage, which is converte
the 12 bit analog-to-digital converter. No filtering was intr
duced at this stage. Input resistance of the amplifier is hig
than 1012V and input offset current is lower than 0.5 pA.

C. Data acquisition

Data of 16 000 points in each series were taken at
sampling frequencyf s5100 Hz, and for a comparison at 10
500, and 625 Hz. The most interesting frequency range
covered by the experiment at 100 Hz of the sampling f
quency. First 500–2500 points of each series were cut of
allow time for a pore formation or the system to reach t
equilibrium if the membrane already had a pore. The app
current values ranged from 0.1 nA to 5 nA. Some measu
ments were conducted at the same current value until i
versible breakdown of a membrane, which provided us w
relatively long time series. Other results were taken in s
eral stages for different current values, in increasing and
creasing sequences, for the same membrane. Our obje
was a comparative analysis performed on the data from
same membranes, without averaging over stochastic pro
ties of the membrane@21–23#.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A typical chronopotentiometric curve is shown in Fig.
The curve begins with an exponential rise of the voltage,
which membrane capacitance is responsible. Then, a su
decrease of the voltage can be observed. This effect, c
bined with the optical observation of the membrane lig
transmittance, reveals a pore formation. Estimation of
pore diameter@11# indicates that usually a single nanopore
formed, and short breaks in current supply do not let the p
reseal. The pore diameter ranged from 0.93 nm~0.2 nA! to
4.2 nm~5 nA! for PC membranes in 2M KCl; from 3.44 nm

FIG. 1. A chronopotentiometric curve showing dependence
transmembrane potential fluctuations on time, under current-cla
conditions~0.4 nA!. An exponential rise of the voltage is followe
by rapid decrease of the potential (2s), which indicates the begin-
ning of electroporation. The pore is eventually formed after 5
and pore fluctuations can be observed.
0-2
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SELF-SIMILAR PROCESSES AND FLICKER NOISE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 031920 ~2004!
~0.2 nA! to 10.56 nm~1 nA! for PC membranes in 0.1M
KCl. Adding cholesterol slightly decreased the pore s
~10.5 nm in 2 nA!. The diameter was calculated with th
simplifying assumption of a cylindrical pore shape.

The stage of pore formation is followed by stochas
voltage oscillations. The curve shape depends on the cu
value. For low current values no electroporation takes pl
and the voltage rises exponentially to a constant value
should be noted that results similar to those received
membranes at very low current values~no electroporation!
were obtained for passive RC circuit, with electric para
eters corresponding to the typical planar bilayer membr
formed in our laboratory, for low and high current value
This result reassured us that the registered voltage fluc
tions originate in the electroporated membrane processe

A preliminary spectral analysis of the process, by me
of fast Fourier transform, shows that low frequenc
strongly dominate. No specific frequency component indic
ing a particular membrane process was observed.

IV. STATIONARITY ANALYSIS

Stationarity of a time series, which in general means t
statistical properties of a stochastic process are consta
time, is a very desirable feature assuring that standard
lytical methods can be applied. For example, the calcula
of the power spectrum from the correlation function is c
rect for stationary processes only~Wiener-Khinchin theo-
rem!.

However, nanopore voltage fluctuations are nonstation
The analysis based on two-point correlation function, wh
proved time dependent@13#, confirmed this hypothesis. Still
the nature of the nonstationarity was not revealed no
method to remove it was proposed. Therefore, no system
study of the process could have been performed.

An informative way to test the stationarity is the quant
line method@14#, which can detect not only nonstationari
but also indicate its source. For each quantile order a fu
tion of time ~quantile line! is determined. When only on
realization of a process is available, quantile lines can
received by cutting a series into intervals, and the quan
for each interval calculated. For stationary processes qua
lines of various quantile orders are parallel to the time a
Otherwise, the process is nonstationary. Lines paralle
each other but not to the time axis indicate a process wi
constant variance and a variable mean~or a variable median
for processes without a finite mean!.

The quantile line analysis of the electroporation proc
showed that lines of different order are not parallel to
time axis nor to each other@Fig. 2~a!#. The process is obvi-
ously nonstationary and a changeable variance is very p
able.

To remove the nonstationarity classical decomposit
method was applied in which a nonstationary processXt can
be decomposed into slowly varying trendmt , seasonal com-
ponentst ~if is exists!, and a stationary random noise com
ponentYt .

Xt5mt1st1Yt . ~1!
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The difficulty with the classical decomposition model
to find an effective filter for trend removal. Four filterin
methods were tested on raw chronopotentiometric time se
in order to extract a stationary component: polynomial e
mation by least squares~appropriate for deterministic
trends!, moving average, exponential filter of infinite impuls
response type, and differencing~stochastic trends!. Only the
differencing transform“ defined by

“

jXt5Xt2Xt2 j ~2!

provided the expected result, which is consistent with a s
chastic nature of the trend@24#.

Differencing with step 2 applied for a series measured
f s5100 Hz removed successfully the trend and a small
terministic artifact of 50 Hz from energetic network. Qua
tile lines for the differenced process are presented in F
2~b!. Fluctuations of the lines are partly due to the fin
length of the series and they do not exceed 15% of the
ferenced series amplitude (90% for the raw series!.

Further analysis was provided on the stationary diff
enced series. Generally, a differenced process is deprive
the low frequency component~stochastic trend! and reflects
dynamics of the phenomenon only. However, in case o
self-similar process with long correlations full characterist
of the original process can be acquired from its station
increments.

V. MEMORY OF THE PROCESS

An informative method to characterize a stochastic p
cess is analyzing the nature of its correlations, which defi
the memory. Information on memory is essential for statis
cal analysis, especially if methods assuming data indep
dence are to be employed. On the other hand, weak de
dence between observations is negligible for practi
purposes. In many cases quantitative information can be
tained this way. If a correlated process has short memor

FIG. 2. ~a! Quantile lines of the raw series showing nonstatio
ary nature of the process~lines are not parallel to the time axis!.
Order of the bottom quantile line is«50.1, top line«50.9, with
interval between linesn«50.1. ~b! Quantile lines for the differ-
enced series. Fluctuations are partly due to the finite length of
series.
0-3
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could be modeled by linear ARMA~or ARIMA ! model@25#.
Time seriesXt is an ARMA (p,q) process ifXt is station-

ary and if for everyt it holds

Xt2f1Xt212•••2fpXt2p5Zt1u1Zt211•••1upZt2p ,

~3!

where$Zt% represents white noise with mean 0 and varian
s2, and the polynomials (12f1z2•••2fpzp) and (1
1u1z1•••1upzq) have no common factors. ARIMA is a
nonstationary process whose increments can be modele
an ARMA process.

Estimation of the linear model order is possible by eva
ation of orders of MA and AR components on the basis
the range of autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation fu
tions, reflecting memory of the process. Autocorrelation a
partial autocorrelation range can be derived from Bartle
formula. The large sample of sizen is from an MA(q)
process if autocorrelation functionr(h) estimated by the
sample autocorrelation function is negligible forh.q,
i.e., with probability 0.95 it falls between th
bounds61.96A@112r2(1)1•••12r2(q)#/n. In practice
61.96/An bounds can be used. Similarly, the sample of s
n is from an AR(p) process if the partial autocorrelatio
function estimated by the sample partial autocorrelat
function is negligible forh.q.

It was observed that for voltage fluctuations neither c
relation nor partial autocorrelation function of the diffe
enced fluctuation process falls into the Bartlett’s range co
pletely~Fig. 3!. It means that electropore voltage fluctuatio
cannot be modeled by means of a linear ARIMA process o
reasonably low order. For both functions, however, there
lag values above which correlation and partial autocorre
tion functions oscillate very closely around bounds of t
negligibility range.

The analysis of ARIMA models applied for stochas
voltage fluctuations showed that the process could not
approximated by a short-memory linear model or other m
els with short correlations such as Markov processes. H
ever, the analysis did not bring a definite answer on the
ture of correlations. The question if the fluctuations can

FIG. 3. Autocorrelation function~solid line! for increments at
I 50.4 nA (2M KCl! and Bartlett’s limits~dotted line!.
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qualified as a long-memory stochastic process should be
dressed by means of other methods@14–17,26#.

VI. SELF-SIMILAR NATURE OF
VOLTAGE FLUCTUATIONS

Power spectrum analysis applied for a stationary stoch
tic processes is an essential tool for detecting long-mem
and self-similar properties of the process. A signal who
PSD takes the power-law form

s~ f !; f 2b, bÞ0, ~4!

is a stochastic process with long memory. Moreover, if
crements of a nonstationary process are stationary wit
power-law PSD function then the process can be classifie
self-similar ~fractal! and shows mathematically interestin
scaling properties@27#.

The value of exponentb is a quantitative way of estimat
ing the rate of high to low frequency component. A statio
ary process with PSD function of the form~4! and b,1
shows weak persistence of its memory. Such a proces
classified as fractional Gaussian noise. A nonstationary p
cess obeying Eq.~4! would haveb.1, and due to the non
stationarity it would be more difficult to analyze. However,
the increments of such process are stationary then the o
nal process can be analyzed indirectly, by means of the
ferenced process, and the most essential properties o
original process would be acquired. Among others, the va
of b exponent can be estimated from the relation

bor5b inc12, ~5!

wherebor denotes power-law exponent of the original pr
cess andb inc of increments. The relation~5! does not apply
to the highest frequencies, where PSD may be deform
@28#. When b51 we observe 1/f ~flicker! noise; for white
noise process with no memoryb50.

A self-similar processX(t) is statistically indistinguish-
able from X(at) if its amplitude is rescaled by a certai
factor aH,

X~at!5
d

aHX~ t !, ~6!

where H is a positive real number called a self-similari

index,a>0, and5
d

means equality by distribution.
Self-similarity includes also independence of the fr

quency scale. If the frequency of a self-similar stochas
process is multiplied by a certain factor, the PSD functi
diminishes by the same fraction, regardless of the freque
value. The self-similarity indexH from Eq.~6! gives a quan-
titative information on the process. It can be estimated
several methods such as rescaled range analysis invente
Hurst, Orey index method, detrended fluctuation analy
~DFA!, or directly from the value of exponentb in PSD
function. The optimal method depends on mathemat
properties of the process, especially its Gaussianity or n
Gaussianity@29,30#.
0-4
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The best known nonstationary self-similar process is fr
tional Brownian motion, observed if the process of inc
ments is stationary and Gaussian. Another interesting clas
self-similar processes is stable motion@30# when increments
are non-Gaussian with a long-tailed distribution.

PSD function of the differenced voltage fluctuations
electroporated lipid membranes was estimated by p
odogram. The periodogram for frequencies below 50
showed power-law dependence~Fig. 4!. A sudden decreas
of PSD in 50 Hz is caused by selection of the differenc
step to remove artifacts from energetic network. At high
frequencies damping effect of membrane capacitance
scures other physical phenomena. This result indicates
the original nonstationary process can be classified as
similar with a strong long-memory dependence.

It was tested howb value is affected by the currentI. The
exponentb proved sensitive, showing a clear and distin
characteristicb(I ) decreasing as the current increased~Fig.
5!. Explanation of this result comes from electrical propert
of the lipid membrane with the pore. This system can
represented by membrane capacitanceCm , pore conductance
Gp , and negligible membrane conductanceGm, all con-
nected into parallel circuit. Therefore, dynamic properties
the membrane are described by the relation

dU

dt
5

i c

Cm
5

I 2 i p

C
, ~7!

where i c denotes the capacitance charging/discharging
rent, I the total current~applied!, and i p the pore current.

An increase of high frequency component~decrease ofb)
observed experimentally in voltage fluctuations for bigg
currents, and expected from Eq.~7!, can be attributed to
faster charging and discharging processes. The value ob
estimates this change quantitatively. This result contrad
the hypothesis@13,31# that flicker noise withb51, observed
in voltage fluctuations for a specific current value, is a u
versal phenomenon. Rather, it seems a special case o
self-similar stochastic process in which membrane charg

FIG. 4. Amplitude of power spectrum density~PSD! function,
for I 50.4 nA, in linear and logarithmic scale. A power-law depe
dence indicatesf 2b noise.
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and discharging processes play a significant role. Analyz
nanopore conductance could be more informative~discussed
in the following section!.

However, a situation when exponentb does not depend
on current value is also possible. According to Eq.~7! it
could be observed when pore resistance (Rp51/Gp) is lin-
early dependent on voltageU. The decrease ofb(I ) in the
experiment with 2M KCl showed that the pore conductanc
was not very sensitive to voltage rise. Membranes in low
ionic strength are expected to be more sensitive. This
pothesis was confirmed experimentally on membranes
0.1M KCl ~due to the aging only the initial sequences of t
series were analyzed!. PC membranes with cholestero
showed almost constantb(I ) for I .0.4 nA ~Fig. 6!, while
pure PC membranes in 0.1M KCl proved to be the mos
sensitive to voltage with slightly risingb(I ) for I .0.4 nA.
Therefore, the value ofb depends also on the sensitivity o
the particular membrane to the electric field~voltage!.

The question which appears naturally is whether the
served process of voltage fluctuations in electropora
membrane can be classified as fractional Brownian mot
To ensure the positive answer the histogram of increme

FIG. 5. Dependence of PSD exponentb on the current value for
voltage increments.

FIG. 6. Dependence of PSD exponentb at the beginning of the
process compared for PC membrane in 2M KCl ~solid line!, PC
membrane in 0.1M KCl ~broken line!, PC1 cholesterol membrane
in 0.1M KCl ~dotted line!.
0-5
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~Fig. 7! should represent a Gaussian distribution. Howev
additional statistical tests@for example, Lilliefors~0.02!# re-
jected the hypothesis on the Gaussianity~test significance
level showed in the brackets!. Although the data in long-
memory processes are not independent, which may affec
test results, it seems there are too many outstanding valu
the series for the Gaussian distribution. The extreme d
form left and right tails of the probability distribution func
tion ~PDF!.

The PDF shape changes with the current value. As
current value rises the right tail builds up~not shown!. This
phenomenon can be interpreted physically. An increase
the right tail for high currents means that the process
charging the membrane capacitanceCm , by the charging ca-
pacitance currenti c , grows faster~positive voltage incre-
ments become larger!. Note that the charging process occu
when the pore is closing. Voltage dynamicsdU/dt described
by Eq.~7! rises since the pore currenti p is very small and the
total currentI increases. Therefore, the rise of the right t
with the current value is natural. The left tail is a cons
quence of discharging the membrane capacitance when
pore is opening. We observe some elongation of the left
as the current rises, however not as significant as for the r
tail. At low current values the left tail is much better pr
nounced than the right tail. At high currents the left t
dominance disappears and the PDF becomes more symm
cal.

The statistical and physical analysis shows that we do
observe a Gaussian process. Further investigation is ne
to test if the distribution can be qualified as a typical hea
tailed stable distribution, which may indicate a self-simi
stable motion.

VII. FLICKER NOISE IN ELECTROPORE
CONDUCTANCE

The spectral analysis was also provided for calcula
membrane conductance. The method to calculate the e
tropore conductance, based on preelectroporation and
telectroporation characteristics of the membrane, was f
presented in Ref.@8#. It gives an approximation of elec
tropore conductance where the actual nanopore behavi

FIG. 7. Pore conductance—dependence of PSD exponentb on
the pore diameter (2M KCl! for the pore conductance.
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not obscured by charging/discharging process of the m
brane capacitance. Although dynamical properties of the s
tem may be partly altered or averaged by the calculat
method, so the first part of our analysis was conducted
voltage fluctuations~a typical approach for current-clamp ex
periments@13#!, the conductance analysis is necessary
compare our results with the behavior of different nanoch
nels for which a voltage-clamp experiment was possible. T
result of such an analysis reveals the real pore dynamics

The conductance time series showed much better sta
arity than voltage fluctuations. The stationarity decreased
higher currents so the analysis was performed for the
series and the series differenced with step 2~similarly as for
the voltage fluctuations!. Cutting series into shorter se
quences was also applied to avoid aging effect. The res
were compared, Eq.~5!, and the exponentb of the conduc-
tance series calculated.

The PSD analysis on calculated conductance series f
experiments in 2M KCl showed a power-law characteristic
of the process with the exponent very close tob51 ~flicker
noise!. For high currents some decrease ofb was observed
~Fig. 8!. This result indicates that the increase of high fr
quency component observed in voltage fluctuations is
only due to the membrane capacitance but also due to
pore dynamics.

A spectral response close to 1/f noise can be observed i
many complex systems. Although the phenomenon is w
known for macrosystems, recently it has been also found
synthetic membrane with fluctuating nanopore@18# and bio-
logical protein channels@33#. Flicker noise seems natural i
systems which are distributed and loosely coupled. Howe
there is no generally accepted rigorous theory explaining
mechanism of this phenomenon. With regard to conduct
nanochannels, a hypothesis that flicker noise could re
from random transitions between various conductivity sta
of the channel is considered@18,33#. However, a question
arises as to the extent to which the noise characteristic
pend on transport properties of the channel or complexity
its structure.

Experiments on nanopores in synthetic membra
showed that complexity of highly regulated biological cha

FIG. 8. Estimation of the probability density function of voltag
increments by means of the histogram for 14 000 points
I 50.4 nA. Outstanding observations form two asymmetrical ta
0-6
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nels is not a necessary condition for flicker noise to app
Nevertheless, there has been no information on the beha
of corresponding biological system with fluid lipid mem
brane whose dynamical properties are different. This w
shows that the simplest biological system needed for flic
noise to appear is a pore of the size not exceeding 1 nm i
diameter. For larger pores we observed a decreasingb value
and a departure from flicker noise. It should be noted, ho
ever, that larger pores are induced by bigger current. Th
fore, an intriguing question appears if the resultb,1 is due
to the bigger pores or stronger electric field.

Somehow different results were obtained from expe
ments in lower ionic strength. Spectral analysis carried
on calculated conductance fluctuations at 2M KCl shows an
increase of high:low frequency rate as the current rises~de-
crease ofb value!. No such trend was observed for the me
branes in 0.1M KCl. What is more important is that th
values ofb were randomly scattered aroundb51, with a
large deviation approachingDb50.4. Therefore, the occur
rence of 1/f noise in 0.1M KCl seems ambiguous. In lowe
ionic strength membrane molecules are more loosely cou
and interactions are supposed to be weaker, showing a hi
ionic mobility. This hypothesis was tested by computer mo
eling @34# and supported by our experiment, in which na
opores in lower ionic concentration displayed a greater va
tion of their diameter (Dd51.84 nm, 0.1M KCl! than in
higher ionic strength (Dd50.707 nm, 2M KCl!. The ques-
tion appears if these can be the key factors affecting
occurrence of 1/f noise and what kind of interactions be
tween molecules of the membrane are necessary for
flicker noise to occur.

Another interesting observation was recorded when a p
with very slow dynamics formed. The exponentb, in this
case, assumed the valueb51.9, so the noise close tof 22

was observed. One possible explanation is that the pore
have not been able to close completely during its minor fl
tuations. The hypothesis thatf 22 noise occurs if a nanoscal
conducting pathway stays permanently open during fluc
tions ~in contrast to pores showing 1/f noise! was presented
in Ref. @18# and justified by experiments on synthetic nano
ores fabricated in polyimide foil. This type of noise indicat
a regular exponential relaxation with no memory. A furth
investigation into the electroporated lipid membranes w
f 22 is needed to see what phenomena underlie the obse
result in our experiment and what is the actual behavior
the pores in this case.

VIII. SELF-SIMILARITY INDEX
OF VOLTAGE FLUCTUATIONS

The self-similarity indexH is important for two reasons
It gives quantitative information on the scaling properties
the process. At the same time it defines the exact chara
istics of the system memory. For uncorrelated increme
H50.5, positive correlations in the process with lo
memory ~persistent process! are indicated byH.0.5, and
negative byH,0.5

The most straightforward method to estimate the indexH
is based onb exponent:
03192
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The most popular rigorous method to estimate the inde
the rescaled range analysis~R/S! invented by Hurst@32#.
Among other methods there is DFA. Both estimators of
self-similarity indexHHurst and HDFA can be applied for a
wide class of stochastic processes. They yield correct res
also for a non-Gaussian process. Although their idea is ba
on a variance or standard deviation of the process or its
crements, both can be also applied for processes with he
tails, which do not have a finite variance.

As discussed previously, autocorrelation function, cal
lated for the increments of voltage fluctuations in electrop
rated membrane, is oscillating around the bounds of neg
bility up to a very large lag. Therefore, we could not mod
the process with any linear ARIMA process. On the oth
hand, the departure from the Bartlett’s limits seemed rat
minor so the behavior of the autocorrelation function did n
bring a definite answer to how strong and significant are
long-range correlations. Also, this analysis did not allow
to compare the memory properties for different experimen
conditions quantitatively. Estimation of the self-similarity in
dex may give us a definite answer on the correlation nat

The Hurst analysis performed on the increments of vo
age fluctuations showed decreasing characteristics of
self-similarity indexH versus current~Fig. 9, solid line!.

For low currents (I .2 nA) Hurst exponent assumes th
value from the range 0.5,H,0.75. The resultH.0.5
means a persistent process with long-memory. Since the
memory property is confirmed for a differenced process
can be stated that the original process of voltage fluctuat
has a strong long-memory characteristic. A closer look at
sequence of incremental values confirms that clusters of
with the same sign can be observed.

For currentsI .2 nA the Hurst exponent assumes valu
H,0.5, decreasing toH50.3. It can be concluded that th
process becomes antipersistent for higher currents and

FIG. 9. Dependence of the self-similarity index on the curre
value. Comparison between index estimation by Hurst met
~solid line! with the method based on PSD exponent~dash-dot line!,
(I 50.4 nA, 2M KCl!.
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characteristics of increments is rough. It means shorten
the memory of the original process.

Another interesting feature was observed for Hurst ana
sis at high currents. The R/S characteristic is more likely
show two separate frequency regions with two different
ponentsH for low and high frequencies. Interpretation
such a characteristic is still not clear, it may suggest t
different phenomena predominate at higher frequencies
such a case the Hurst exponent is calculated as the
value for large lags@27#.

The DFA analysis estimated the self-similarity index ve
close to the Hurst exponent~not shown!. The differences
were usually about 1%~an outstanding result reached 15%!.
On the other hand, the estimation by R/S and DFA did
compare equally well with the self-similarity index calc
lated from PSD exponent~8! ~Fig. 9, dash-dot line!. It should
be noted, however, that all three methods are not very ex
all of them rely heavily on the linear regression analysis a
the choice of points selected to calculate the exponent. A
the Hurst exponent should be calculated as a limit value
sufficiently large lags and it is very problematic to deci
which lag should be the starting point.

IX. STOCHASTIC CHARACTERISTICS SHOW AGING
EFFECTS IN LOWER IONIC STRENGTH

Three sets of experimental conditions were arranged.
membranes formed in 2M KCl, which are resistant to stron
electrical field, were compared with membranes in m
physiological 0.1M concentration of KCl electrolyte. Thes
membranes, which do not sustain strong electric fields ea
~no experiment atI .1 nA was possible!, were in turn com-
pared with much stronger lipid membranes with choleste
added (0.1M KCl! @12#. The biggest electropores formed
PC membranes in 0.1M KCl. Adding cholesterol changes th
membrane structure and slightly decreases electropore
dius. Different properties of nanopores result from a dive
molecular arrangement of the membranes. The distance
tween lecitine molecules is decreased in high ionic stren
due to the stronger attraction between charged phosphate
choline groups. This accounts for a smaller pore diame
whose creation proceeds at higher energetical expense.
lesterol, in turn, increases stability of the membrane s
pressing molecular mobility. Cholesterol molecules bu
into the curvature of the pore stabilizing it.

We tested how PSD and self-similarity index of the pr
cess change in time. The values were estimated for a
quence of several series~15 000 points each! from the same
membrane. The analysis for a lipid membrane in 2M KCl
did not show any significant change of the value~an exem-
plary membrane shown in Fig. 10, solid line!. It can be con-
cluded that all stochastic properties are constant in time
the processes that change the membrane configuration
not strong enough to affect the mathematical characteris
of the process. Therefore, in this case, the nonstationarit
the original process is a consequence of the cumulative,
similar nature of the process only.

Different results were obtained for membranes in 0.1M
KCl. The value of exponentb calculated for a sequence o
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time series from the same membrane showed decreasing
characteristics. The aging membrane has a stronger high
quency component. Insignificant increase of electropore c
ductance and subsequent decrease of the charging curreI c
should result in insignificantly lower rate of high frequen
component. The reverse result shows that some other
nomena take place and high frequency rate becomes m
pronounced as the electroporated membrane ages. In con
to membranes in high ionic strength, physical properties
the membranes in 0.1M KCl change significantly. The effec
is more pronounced at high current values.

The stationarity of membranes with cholesterol sligh
improves, however not very significantly. Although the ran
of conductance changes is almost constant in time~the rise is
much smaller than for pure membranes in 0.1M KCl! the
high frequency component, expressed by the change ob
exponent value in PSD function, increases in time~Fig. 10,
dotted line!. It is also more pronounced for higher curren
This increase is slightly less significant than for PC me
branes in 0.1M KCl.

Thus, higher frequency molecular phenomena appea
membranes formed in lower ionic strength as the membra
age. The aging seems somehow related to the pore ra
The result indicates that time characteristics of the me
branes formed in electrolytes of low ionic strength is n
constant in time. It is a very undesirable feature with reg
to the potential use of such membranes in sensor design

X. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented the stochastic analysis of n
opore generated and sustained by electric field in the curr
clamp experiment on planar lipid bilayer membranes. T
experiment showed stochastic fluctuations of the measu
voltage values, resulting partly from charging/dischargi
processes on membrane capacitance but also from ran
transitions between different conductivity states of the po

First part of the analysis was devoted to the process

FIG. 10. A negligible trend in PSD exponentb in high ionic
strength (I 51 nA, 2M KCl, solid line and crosses!. The membrane
does not change its stochastic characteristics over time, even
higher currents. It contrasts with a significant change of PSD ex
nentb in lower ionic strength (I 51 nA, cholesterol10.1M KCl,
dotted line and stars!. Calculations on voltage increments.
0-8
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voltage fluctuations. It threw some light on the origin of t
observed nonstationarity, which turned out to result mai
from regular properties of self-similar stochastic proce
Therefore, the nonstationarity can be easily removed, all
ing for standard analytical methods designed for station
series. Moreover, the analysis on the series, processed
cordingly, provides full information on the original nonst
tionary process. It also turned out that the aging process
tributes to the nonstationarity only if molecular interactio
in the membrane are very weak~low ionic strength!; this
kind of nonstationarity is very difficult to remove due to i
irregularity. Improving the mechanical stability of the mem
brane by adding cholesterol does not reduce the aging
cess significantly.

The analysis demonstrated that the process cannot be
proximated by a linear ARIMA or other process with sho
memory, and long correlations were hinted. Spectral anal
of the correlation nature, by means of PSD function, revea
that voltage fluctuations can be classified as a self-sim
stochastic process with long correlations. The process o
crements can be modeled by means of fractional Gaus
noise. However, the non-Gaussian characteristics with l
tails do not confirm that the original process is the fractio
Brownian motion and indicate that a stable motion may
possible. The self-similarity index, estimated by three diff
ent methods, allows for a quantitative analysis of persis
or antipersistent nature of the self-similar process, and
related to underlying physical phenomena.

The decrease of exponentb and self-similarity indexH
observed in 1/f b noise was predicted analytically and co
firmed experimentally. It contradicts the hypothesis form
lated by some authors that flicker noise in voltage fluct
tions is the universal phenomenon, regardless of the cur
value. Rather, it is a special case of the long-memory proc
in which the value ofb is current dependent. A situatio
whenb is constant can be observed only if pore resistanc
linearly dependent on the voltage~observed for PC mem
branes with cholesterol in 0.1M KCl!. Therefore, the mem
en
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brane sensitivity to the electric field is a key factor, too.
However, the more informative analysis on estimated c

ductance fluctuations where the actual nanopore beha
was not obscured by charging and discharging processe
the membrane capacitance, showed 1/f b noise whereb is
close to 1~flicker noise!. This result was obtained only fo
nanopores whose diameter did not exceed 1 nm, induce
lipid membranes with strong molecular interactions~high
ionic strength of the electrolyte!. Bigger pores produced a
noise with lower value of the exponent. A question appear
b,1 is due to the bigger size of the pore or stronger elec
field, which induces the bigger pore.

Comparable results from biological channels, nanopo
in synthetic membranes, and nanopores in lipid membra
may suggest that it is a pore size and fluctuating dynam
rather than transport properties or nanochannel structure
underlies a stochastic response close to 1/f noise. Neverthe-
less, our study shows that the membrane structure canno
neglected, as seen from our experiments on lipid membra
with weak molecular interactions~low ionic strength!, where
occurrence of flicker noise was ambiguous. It seems th
certain level of intermolecular interactions, contributing
the membrane stability, is necessary for flicker noise to
cur. Another observation, concerning a pore with imped
dynamics, showed that a noise close tof 22 may appear in
such a situation. This fact agrees with results obtained
nanopores in plastic membranes, where a nanopore was
able to close completely, and had no memory.

The observation of flicker noise in the classical mod
lipid membrane shows that the simplest almost-biologi
system capable of producing flicker noise is a nanopore
small enough diameter induced in lipid membrane w
strong molecular interactions.
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